HouseProud
by

ONLY

£7.50
€9

FOREVER NEW

superb cleaning power
and lasting freshness
✔Can
✔
be used on
carpets, rugs,
upholstery and
clothing
✔Tough
✔
on stains
✔High-foaming
✔
✔Quick
✔
drying
✔Concentrated
✔
✔Fresh
✔
lemon
scent

REMOVE & REFRESH
Clean and revive even the most tired carpets and
rugs. The deep-cleaning, concentrated formula
produces a high-foaming action with less moisture
making it ideal for carpets, rugs, upholstery and
clothing. Perfect for spot treatment of spillages and
stains. Can also be used as a total carpet cleaner,
spray and leave until dry, then vacuum out the
dirt. Lemon scented. Each can covers an area of
approx. 24sq mtrs. 500ml. (£1.50/€1.80 per 100ml).
80003 £7.50/€9

SPECIALIST FORMULA

SUPERIOR RESULTS

HouseProud by

Network

Dear Customer
Thank you for browsing through this VivaMK HouseProud catalogue.
You'll find we have expanded our 'KLEENEZE' products, with many more being formulated for
the coming months.
'KLEENEZE' is synonymous with QUALITY, you will not be disappointed.
Many of these products will exceed your expectations and become staple products for your
household.
The VivaMK Network (now over a year old), will go from strength to strength, as we move
towards an entire catalogue of ESSENTIAL products and brands you can trust to deliver the
results you want.
The Kleeneze ‘ULTIMATE Stain Remover’ has already sold thousands of bottles and is our
flagship product and will do precisely what it states, I can assure you, you will LOVE IT!
I appreciate your custom and most importantly your support of the ‘Independent Distributor’
that gave you this catalogue.
We strive to be ‘THE PEOPLE’S Business’, always
putting people first and helping the community
make a living. I will keep you updated with the
MICHAEL KHATKAR
progress you’re helping us make.

Network

MANAGING DIRECTOR

ONLY

£6
€7.50

KLEENEZE KETTLE DESCALER
A fast acting descaler that removes limescale
from your kettle. Contains 4 tablets.
11019 £6/€7.50
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ONLY

£3.50
€4.20

COOKER
HOOD FILTER
✔Fits
✔
all cooker hoods
✔Easy
✔
to fit
✔Hand
✔
washable

COOKER HOOD FILTER
Fits all cooker hoods. Easy fit. Absorbent fibres.
Hand-washable. 46 x 56cm.
11018 £3.50/€4.20

ONLY

£7
€8.50

CRUELTY-FREE WAY
to keep spiders at bay!
✔Contains
✔
no poison
✔Easy
✔
to use
✔Natural
✔
ingredients

KLEENEZE SPIDER FREE
This unique natural and effective formula
will help keep spiders away from your
home. Blended from natural ingredients
spiders do not like. Spider Free is based on
a centuries old tradition of placing conkers
around the house to repel spiders. Spider
Free contains natural horse chestnut and
clove oils blended into a concentrated
solution to deter spiders from entering
your home. Spider Free does not kill
spiders and is harmless to people and
pets. Simply spray inside around your
doorways and windows. Perfect to use
in sheds, caravans, tents and lofts.
500ml. (£1.40/€1.70 per 100ml).
80011 £7/€8.50
FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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POWER PASTE
The toughest jobs made easy
ONLY

£14
€17

Cleans and revives
the following:
✔UPVC
✔
✔Bathroom
✔
surfaces
✔Ovens
✔
✔Upvc
✔
patio furniture
✔Pots
✔
and pans
✔Microwave
✔
ovens
✔Irons
✔
✔Stainless
✔
steel sinks
✔Heel
✔
marks on floors
✔Alloy
✔
wheels

KLEENEZE POWER PASTE
Superb cleaning paste that’s powerful
and tough on all stains. Cleans and
helps restore the original finish of your
household items and surfaces.
350gm tub.
11021 £14/€17
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ONLY

£15
€18

BLUE MAGIC
MULTI-USE XXL
CLEANING WIPES

BLUE MAGIC WIPES TUB - 50 XXL WIPES
Wipe away grease, grime, oil, wet paint, tar,
sealants and more tough substances with absolute
ease. 50 extra-large cloths that absorb and lift dirt
from the surface. Professional and DIY use.
Strong and tear resistant. Natural orange scented.
80012 £15/€18

THE AMAZING
MULTI-SURFACE
CLEANER
Make up to

bottles for

ONLY £12.50 / €15
Includes this 500ml diluting
spray bottle

Can be used:
✔Floors
✔
✔Carpets
✔
✔Glass
✔
✔Tile
✔
✔Rugs
✔
✔Cooker
✔
worktops
✔Filters
✔
✔Boots
✔
✔Golf
✔
clubs
✔Fridge
✔
✔Worktops
✔
✔Car
✔
✔Bike
✔
✔Boat
✔
✔Bathroom
✔

CAN BE FILLED UP TO 50 TIMES
WHEN DILUTED
BLUE MAGIC - SUPER CONCENTRATED
Seeing is believing! Once diluted it costs very little to use. Each bottle of concentrate can make up to 50
bottles of multi-surface cleaner (500ml trigger spray bottle included). Can be used all around the house.
A food safe product that can be diluted to the strength you need for the task in hand.
Suitable for: Floors, carpets, glass, tile, rugs, cooker worktops, filters, boots, golf clubs, fridge, worktops,
car, bike, boat, bathroom. 500ml. (£2.50/€3 per 100ml).
80004 £12.50/€15
FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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LARGE SOFT &
STRONG DUSTERS
great value 5 pack
ONLY

£3.50
€4.20
PACK OF 5 LARGE DUSTERS
Large yellow dusters ideal for use around the
home or in the car. Soft & strong material.
11015 £3.50/€4.20

ONLY

£15
€18

WOOD POLISH &
CONDITIONER
treat your wood to a Golden Glo

GOLDEN GLO
Made from over 80% pure orange oil.
Golden Glo wood polish and conditioner restores
and rejuvenates wood leaving a healthy glow. Ideal
for use on wooden tables and furniture, banister
rails and spindles, outdoor furniture, wooden doors
and cupboards. Natural orange is also a degreaser
and will remove baked on grease from around your
kitchen surfaces including cooker hoods, tiles and
doors. Fantastic orange aroma. 500ml.
Not suitable for wooden floors due to potential slipping.
(£3/€3.60 per 100ml).
80002 £15/€18
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IMMACULATE WOOD & TILED FLOORS
all you need to eliminate grime & dirt

ONLY

£10
€12
✔Can
✔
be used on wood/parquet/
laminate/tile/linoleum and
stone flooring
✔Removes
✔
ground in dirt and grime
✔Kills
✔
germs
✔Cleans
✔
without streaks
✔Concentrated
✔
formula makes up
to 20 litres of ready to use solution

WASHABLE
FLOOR CLOTHS
pack of 3

ONLY

£3.50
€4.20

PACK OF 3 WASHABLE FLOOR CLOTHS
Great for wood & tiled floors. Effectively
eliminates dust & grime. Made from
recycled material. Machine washable.
Size: 34 x 50cm.
11016 £3.50/€4.20

WOOD & HARD FLOOR CLEANER
Kills germs and removes ground in dirt and grime. Quick
and easy to use with no dulling or streaks. Use on: Wood/
parquet/laminate/tile/linoleum/stone flooring. Just add to
your mop bucket/microfiber cleaning systems. 1 bottle
will make up 20ltrs of ready to use cleaning solution.
Add 20ml to a standard mop bucket.
1 litre (£1/€1.20 per 100ml). 11017 £10/€12
FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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DEHUMIDIFIERS FOR YOUR HOME
fight damp, mildew, mould and condensation
ONLY

£6
€7.50

PACK OF 3 HANGING
WARDROBE
DEHUMIDIFIERS

✔Specially
✔
designed
for wardrobes
✔fights
✔
mould, damp,
mildew and
condensation

PACK OF 3 HANGING DEHUMIDIFIERS
Mega value 3 pack. Helps to stop damp,
mould, mildew and condensation.
Ideal for use in wardrobe & other small
spaces. 3 x 180g.
11042 £6/€7.50

ONLY

£6
€7.50

PACK OF 3 INTERIOR
DEHUMIDIFIERS

✔absorbs
✔
up to 3 times
its weight in water
✔fights
✔
mould, damp,
mildew and
condensation
PACK OF 3 INTERIOR DEHUMIDIFIERS
3 pack. Absorbs up to 3 times its weight in
water. Helps to stop damp, mould, mildew
& condensation. Easy to use. Unobtrusive
and fits in small spaces. 3 x 250ml.
11041 £6 / €7.50
8

ONLY

£13
€16

NEW FLOOR
IN A BOTTLE
For sparkling clean floors
✔Making
✔
cleaning easy
✔High
✔
gloss shine
✔Slip
✔
resistant
✔Durable
✔
✔No
✔ buffing required

MOP & SHINE
Use this super shine to bring new life to tired
looking flooring. Uses ultra-gloss enhancers
and state of the art levellers to give a smooth
finish to sealed wooden floors, laminate tiles,
vinyl and marble. For best results use a sponge
mop and work in one direction. Once dry for a
deeper shine apply a second coat in the opposite
direction. 1 litre. Not suitable for unsealed wood.
(£1.30/€1.60 per 100ml).
80010 £13 / €16
FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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CLEAN & DESCALE

for clean, fresh smelling dishwashers & washing machines
ONLY

£3
€3.60

£3
€3.60

POWER DESCALER

WASHING MACHINE CLEANER

✔For
✔
washing machines &
dishwashers
✔Prolongs
✔
life of heating
element & pump
✔Removes
✔
limescale
✔Removes
✔
odours

✔For
✔
washing machines
✔Cleans,
✔
freshens and
maintains

POWER DESCALER
Keeps washing machines & dishwashers free
from limescale build up. Helps to prolong the
life of the heating element & pump. Helps to
remove odours and detergent build up.
11157 £3/€3.60
10

ONLY

WASHING MACHINE CLEANER
Cleans, freshens & maintains your washing machine.
Eliminates detergent build up on drum, pipes &
seals. Freshens by removing the grime that builds up
leaving machine smelling fresh & clean. Maintains
by removing limescale from the element improving
efficiency. 250ml. (£1.20/€1.44 per 100ml).
11158 £3/€3.60

4 PACK TILE &
GROUT SCRUBBER

ONLY

£5
€6

ONLY

£3

€3.60

WHITE
GROUT PEN

BEFORE

AFTER

GROUT PEN
Easy to use grout pen for use on white grout.
Cleans and refreshes discoloured grout instantly.
50m coverage. Mould resistant and waterproof
formula. Simple and easy to use. 6ml.
11045 £5/€6

PACK OF 4 TILE & GROUT SCRUBBERS
4 re-usable pads. Makes tiles & grout look like new.
Helps to remove black spots and limescale. Only
needs water. Use on floor, bathroom tiles & kitchen
surfaces. Removes scuff marks from paintwork.
11044 £3/€3.60

TWIN PACK BATHROOM
MICROFIBRE CLOTHS
CLEANING
CLOTH

DRY & SHINE
CLOTH

ONLY

£3

€3.60

POWERFUL
DRAIN BLASTER
✔Sink,
✔
shower &
drain attachment
✔Removes
✔
grease,
soap and hair deposits

TWIN PACK BATHROOM MICROFIBRE CLOTHS
Long lasting cloths. Leaves a smear free shine.
Suitable for baths, showers, sinks & tiles. 29 x 29cm.
11043 £3/€3.60

BLUE MAGIC
DRAIN BLASTER
Comes with a sink, shower
and drain attachment.
Clears blockages using water
pressure, eliminating the
need for harsh chemicals
and costly plumbing bills.
Removes food, grease, fat
and hair build-up without
hassle. Fresh smelling
lemon scent. 200g. Aerosol.
80013 £26/31.50

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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SPARKLING SHOWROOM FINISH FOR YOUR CAR
High performance, triple action formulas with lasting results

DASH & TRIM CLEANER
✔Anti-static
✔
✔Non-greasy
✔

ONLY

£8
€10

DASH & TRIM CLEANER
Original finish.
Triple action formula.
Cleans and leaves an
anti-static finish.
Non-greasy. 600ml.
(£1.33/€1.67 per 100ml)
80006 £8/€10
12

FABRIC CLEANER

LEATHER CLEANER

✔Cleans
✔
✔Neutralises
✔
odours

✔Cleans
✔
✔Nourishes
✔

ONLY

£8
€10

FABRIC CLEANER
360° spray head for
headlinings, seats, etc.
Triple action formula.
Cleans & neutralises
odours. New Car
scent. 600ml.
(£1.33/€1.67 per 100ml)
80007 £8/€10

ONLY

£8
€10

LEATHER CLEANER
Fine misting spray
head. Triple action
formula. Cleans and
nourishes leather.
Leather Scent. 600ml.
(£1.33/€1.67 per 100ml).
80008 £8/€10

WHEEL CLEANER

for every type of vehicle wheel
ONLY

£8
€10

CHAMOIS LEATHER

specially selected natural chamois
✔Soft
✔
natural
chamois
✔Professional
✔
finish

ONLY

£6
€7.50

✔Cleans
✔
✔High
✔
foam
✔Suitable
✔
for all
wheel types
✔Acid
✔
free

WHEEL CLEANER
Foaming 360° spray head. Triple action
formula. Acid-free cleaning. Safe on all
wheel types. 600ml. (£1.33/€1.67 per 100ml).
80009 £8/€10

LUXURY NATURAL CHAMOIS
Soft natural chamois
For professional standard polishing
Approx. 30cm x 46cm
11051 £6/€7.50

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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ONLY

£6
€7.50

QUICK FIX
TYRE REPAIR

✔Quick
✔
and
easy
✔Seals
✔
and
inflates

QUICK FIX TYRE REPAIR
Quick & easy to use, immediate
temporary tyre repair. Seals &
inflates tyres. 300ml.
(£2/€2.50 per 100ml).
11050 £6/€7.50

DE-ICER & SCRAPER
✔works
✔
down to -30°C
✔Smear
✔
free
✔Triple
✔
blade scraper

ONLY

£10
€12
SCRATCH
REPAIR PEN

✔suitable
✔
for
any colour car
✔reduces
✔
appearance
of scratches
MICHELIN SCRATCH REPAIR PEN
The Michelin Repair Pen treats minor scratches on
any car by reducing their appearance. It is a clear
lacquer coat that is easy to apply and works like a
marker pen. Suitable for use on any colour. 4ml.
80014 £10/€12

ONLY

£6

€7.50
ANTI FREEZE
& COOLANT

ONLY

£11

€13.50

MICHELIN DE-ICER AND SCRAPER
Works down to temps as low as -30°C.
High-power jet action for rapid ice and snow removal.
Unique 360 degree valve that can be used at any angle.
Safe on rubber and paintwork. Fast acting, smear free
formula. Scraper has a detachable / reversible plastic
blade, ice breaker blade and Ice Scraper Blade.
Soft foam handle grip for comfort. 600ml.
80015 £11/€13.50
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✔2
✔ year
protection
✔Protects
✔
car
radiators

MICHELIN ANTI
FREEZE
Michelin Anti Freeze
and Coolant protects
your vehicles radiators
from freezing or
overheating. Ready to
use mixture offers a 2
year protection formula
with guaranteed quality
to BS6580 and ATSM
D3306 standards.
Contains anti-corrosion
properties. 1L.
(£0.60/€0.75
per 100ml).
80017 £6/€7.50

OUTDOOR CLEANER

Max strength disinfectant for tough & dirty jobs

OUTDOOR CLEANER
& DISINFECTANT
Cleans out smelly
drains, stables and
chicken coups.
Removes moss and
algae from driveways.
Full strength
disinfectant for
outdoor use only.
1 litre.
(£1/€1.20 per 100ml).
80005 £10/€12

ONLY

£10
€12

✔Clears
✔
mould,
algae & fungi
✔Paths
✔
✔Patios
✔
✔Driveways
✔
✔Garden
✔
walls
✔Drains
✔
✔Bins
✔
✔Plant
✔
pots
✔Stables
✔
✔Kennels
✔
✔Chicken
✔
coups

Ordering Terms & Conditions

Ordering Just got Better...
1. Write the code numbers and product description on
your order form
2. Please put the catalogue and order form back in the
bag and leave outside for collection
3. Your distributor will deliver your order straight to your door
4. Pay on delivery (not before)
5. All door to door orders have FREE Delivery

Love or Return

We offer a 30-day money back guarantee on all our products. You may return your products in their original
condition and packaging, accompanied with your proof of purchase, to your distributor, within 30 days of receipt of
your goods for a full refund.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Terms and Conditions

Your distributor will deliver your goods at a time agreed between you and them.
Payment is only to be made upon delivery and receipt of your goods.
All prices referred to in the catalogue are recommended resale price (RRP)
VivaMK operate on a single price basis. As a result, the total price payable by the customer for
an item is represented by the distributor at point of sale and represents the total price payable
Inclusive of VAT where applicable.
5. All orders are subject to availability
6. Due to continuous product development, the goods supplied to you may differ slightly from
those illustrated in the catalogue. Measurements, capacities, sizes, shades and colours quoted
are approximate.
7. The order form is a contract of sale between you, the customer, and the VivaMK distributor.
VivaMK Ltd is a company registered in England and Wales under number:
11400025 and whose registered office is at: International House, 142 Cromwell Road,
London, England, SW7 4EF
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ONLY

£5
€6

OUR BEST-SELLING
ULTIMATE STAIN
REMOVER

Unrivaled stain removing power
Removes the toughest of stains
including:
✔Red
✔
wine
✔Beetroot
✔
✔Fake
✔
tan
✔Tea
✔
✔Ink
✔
✔Coffee
✔
✔Chocolate
✔
✔Fruit
✔
juice
✔Grass
✔
stains ✔Mud
✔
ULTIMATE STAIN REMOVER
Removes the toughest of stains including:
red wine, fake tan, ink, chocolate, grass
stains, beetroot, tea, coffee, fruit juice, mud,
general dirt and grime. Spray then allow to
work, dab off. Can be used as a pre-wash
stain remover for clothing, simply spray the
garment and add to your normal wash cycle.
500ml. (£1/€1.20 per 100ml).
80001 £5/€6

For more information, contact your distributor:

MK000007

